Delta® In2ition® Two-in-One Showers with Integrated Hand Shower Provide Water Where You Need it Most

Two-in-one showers offer dual-functionality and expanded design versatility in the bath space

INDIANAPOLIS – The popular line of Delta In2ition Two-in-One showers, featuring integrated shower head and hand shower functionality, now offers a multifunctional shower head and hand shower that includes a new spray setting and design aesthetic, as well as unique innovation.

In2ition Two-in-One showers allow users to use the detachable hand shower separately from or simultaneously with the shower head, providing maximum flexibility without sacrificing warmth. A variety of showers are available with H₂Okinetic® Technology, which controls the speed, movement and droplet size of the water to deliver the feeling of more water without using more water. The perfect tool for everyday shower tasks, the dual-functionality showers pair innovation with purposeful design. Additionally, showers are now available with the new Soft Waterfall spray setting, which provides a gentle, relaxing rinse that’s perfect for children and pets.

“Previously, we brought H₂Okinetic Technology to our In2ition Two-in-One showers to give consumers the satisfaction of a warmer, more drenching shower experience,” said Delta brand product manager, Bridget Hatter. “This year, we’re taking that innovation and making it more versatile than ever with a new multifunctional shower head model that maximizes coverage and flexibility even with the hand shower undocked.”

In2ition Two-in-One showers feature a detachable hand shower, which can run separately or simultaneously with the shower head, giving the user the comfort of water streaming from the shower head position and the flexibility to accomplish other tasks, such as bathing children, washing pets or cleaning the shower.

A variety of styles, including the newest multifunctional In2ition, employ MagnaTite® Docking to lock the hand shower back into place using a powerful magnet. The showers come with a flexible 60-inch hose that conveniently stretches to 82 inches, which provides extra reach and flexibility before returning to its original length.

In2ition Two-in-One showers are currently offered in three distinct styles - contemporary, traditional and transitional design. All styles are suited for any décor and offered in a variety of finishes. Rates of 1.75 gallons per minute (gpm) and/or 2.5 gpm are available on a variety of In2ition models.

For more information, visit deltafaucet.com.

About Delta® Products
There is transformative power at the heart of every Delta product. From Touch2O® Technology that turns faucets on and off with just a touch to H₂Okinetic® shower technology that provides the feeling of more water without using more water, Delta products incorporate smart thinking that anticipates people’s needs. Paired with beautiful and inspirational design, the Delta brand is more than just a faucet. A WaterSense® partner of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Delta Faucet Company is a global organization offering kitchen and bath faucets, showerheads, tub and shower

¹WaterSense is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
²Based on flow rate for lavatories of 1.5 gpm versus Industry Standard ASME.A112.18.1/CSA.B125.1 of 2.2 gpm.
systems, toilets and related accessories, selling products in more than 53 countries. For more information, visit www.deltafaucet.com.
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